
Three +’s and a Wish I made… 

Andrew:  

+good loud voice 

+Helpful links 

+made your topic sound very interesting 

wish:Your hands were out of your pockets 

 

Amy: 

+Good way to start by asking question 

+good job not reading off the screan 

+link to example of lesson 

wish: mine is as good as yours 

 

Colleen: 

+great pictures 

+steps are nice and clear 

+Loud voice 

wish: Spoke slower and didnt sit 

 

Laura: 

+Good starting question 

+useful sites 

+good job linking 

wish: talk louder and didnt read off paper as much. 

 

 

Group investigation: Amanda, Alissa, Jessie, Mark & Olga 

+- liked how you related your findings to the jigsaw 

+- Like how the whole class was involved with group work 

+- I liked how you all walked around to each group and helped. 

Wish- your presentation went a little slower 

 

Sam, Andrew, Dominique & Alex 

+-Great hands on activities 

+-Presented information very well 



+-Got the whole class involved 

Wish- that you had our attention a little better 

 

Josselyn, Laura, Catie, Lenna 

+-getting attention of the class 

+-power point was good and informative 

+- good group work 

Wish- i wish that as a group you were a little more organized when 

Breaking us into group 

  

My classmates 3 +’s and a wish given to me!   

Becky, 

      What a nice job you did presenting your anticipatory set you did a 

great job grabbing our attention by clapping your hands, you were very 

loud and enthusiastic and I really enjoyed the idea of teaching about 

the seasons!  I do wish you had everything set up before you started, 

other than that you did and excellent job! 

Leigh 

 

Group 5: Leena, Catie, Mark, Rebecca, Gabriela 

 

+ Well organized presentation 

+ Very loud and clear 

+ Liked how you used think/pair/share 

 

I wish that I could have heard the clip! (great addition to the 

presentation) 

 



 

 


